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ABSTRACT

Previously the author asked forgiveness from Allah SWT in connection here I tried to reveal the 
signs of Allah SWT about Prophet Noah with the boat and the flood based on the molecular 
structure of nucleic acid or deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA)

There are several verses from the entire contents of the Qur'an that can be used as the basis for 
revealing the secret of Prophet Noah with the boat and the flood, namely the following verses:

"And Noah began to build an ark. And every time the leader of his people passed by Noah, they 
mocked him. Noah said: "If you mock us, then indeed we (also) mock you as you mock (us). 
(Huud: 11:38)

"Until when Our command comes and the kitchen has emitted water, We say: "Load into the ark 
a pair of each animal (male and female), and your family except those who have previously 
decreed against it and (load also) people who believe." And did not believe with Noah except a 
few. (Huud: 11:40)

"And the ark sailed with them in waves like mountains. And Noah called his son, while the child 
was in a far remote place: "O my son, get on board with us and do not be with the disbelievers." 
(Huud: 11:42)

"His son replied: "I will seek refuge in a mountain that can protect me from the flood!" Noah 
said: "No one protects this day from Allah's punishment except Allah (only) the Most Merciful." 
And the waves became a barrier between the two; so so the child is among those who are drowned.
(Huud: 11:43)

"And they said: "Never leave (worship of) your gods and never leave (worship of) wadd, and do 
not also suwwa', yaghuts, ya'uq and nasr." (Noah: 71:23)

In an effort to reveal the secret of Prophet Noah with the boat and the flood, I used a tool called 
deoxyribonucleic acid or deoxyribonucleic acid or the molecular structure of nucleic acids.

HYPOTHESIS

Here I propose a hypothesis from 2000-1500 BC until now there has never been a major flood in the
Euphrates and Tigris rivers or since the time of Noah until now in terms of Deoxyribonucleic acid 
(DNA)

DEOXYRIBONUCLEIC ACID (DNA)

DNA is a repository of genetic information that has a double structure that forms a double helix and 
which contains polynucleotide macromolecules arranged repeatedly from nucleotide polymers. This
nucleotide is composed of folate, a 5 carbon sugar and one of the nitrogenous bases. The 
nitrogenous bases are Guanine (G), Adenine(A), Cytocine(C) and Thymine (T).

Guanine (G) is composed of 5 carbon atoms, 5 nitrogen atoms, 1 oxygen atom and 5 hydrogen 
atoms. Adenine(A) has 5 carbon atoms, 5 nitrogen atoms and 5 hydrogen atoms. Cytocine (C) 



contains 4 carbon atoms, 3 nitrogen atoms, 1 oxygen atom and 5 hydrogen atoms. Thymine (T) 
contains 5 carbon atoms. 2 nitrogen atoms, 2 oxygen atoms and 6 hydrogen atoms. Folate contains 
1 phosphorus atom, 4 oxygen atoms and 2 hydrogen atoms. The 5 carbon sugar has 5 carbon atoms,
2 oxygen atoms and 8 hydrogen atoms.

AROUND THE EUFRAT RIVER THROUGH SYRIA AND IRAQ THE TIGRIS RIVER 
THROUGH IRAQ IS THE REGION WHERE THE PROPHET NOAH AND THE 
PROPHET IBRAHIM DID

Let us now open our minds to uncover the secrets hidden behind the verse: "And Noah began to 
build an ark...(Huud: 11:38)

Well, it turns out that Prophet Noah is estimated to have lived from 2000-1500 BC and his 
descendants, including Prophet Ibrahim who lived in Ur which is located in the south of the Iraqi 
province of Dhi Qar, 17 km from the provincial capital Nasiriyah. This is one of the places of the 
ancient Sumerian city.

Where Prophet Noah and Prophet Abraham belong to the J haplogroup which gave birth to J1 and 
J2, which are the ancestors of the Jews. (Familytreedna)

If now the place of descendants of Prophet Noah and Prophet Abraham is Iraq.

Well, through Iraq there are two rivers, namely the Euphrates River and the Tigris River which 
empties into the Persian Gulf.

FROM 2000-1500 BC THE EUFRAT RIVER AND THE TIGRIS RIVER NEVER 
HAPPENED A BIG FLOOD THAT SUCKED SYRIA AND IRAQ

We uncover the secret behind the verse: "Until when Our command comes and the kitchen has emitted 
water, ... (Huud: 11: 40) and the verse: "And the ark sailed carrying them in waves like mountains... 
(Huud: 11: 42)

Now it turns out that in the area that the Euphrates and Tigris rivers pass from 2000-1500 BC there 
has never been a major flood with "... waves like mountains... (Huud: 11: 42)

THE DIFFERENCE OF BELIEVE BETWEEN PROPHET NOAH AND HIS SON

Then we unravel the secret that is hidden behind the verse: "And the ark sailed carrying them in 
waves like mountains. And Noah called his son, while the child was in a far remote place: "O my son, get 
on (to the ship) with us and do not you be with those who disbelieve." (Huud: 11:42)

It turns out that now it has been revealed that in the current flood incident in Iraq, there is a 
difference of belief between Noah and one of his sons, Qanaan.

Where the Prophet Noah has submitted obediently (Islam) to Allah, while Qanaan is still shackled 
to the beliefs of his idols.

Like most of Noah's people. Where they always say: "..." Never leave (worship of) your gods and 
never leave (worship of) wadd, nor do suwwa', yaghuts, ya'uq and nasr. " (Noah: 71:23)

FLOOD AND WAVES DESCRIBING A FORT OF SEPARATION BETWEEN ALLAH AND 
THE IDOLS OF WADD, SUWWA, YAGHUTS, YA'UQ AND NASR



So actually floods and waves like mountains are a fortress that separates belief in Allah and belief in
idols such as the idols of wadd, suwwa', yaghuts, ya'uq and nasr.

Because actually since 4000 years ago until now there has never been a flood that has drowned the 
lands of Syria and Iraq, through the Euphrates and Tigris rivers.

ORIGIN OF THE PROPHET NOEH AND ITS DESCRIPTION INCLUDING THE 
PROPHET IBRAHIM

Where the ancestors of the Prophet Noah were Jews who came from the border between Saudi 
Arabia and Jordan and emigrated to Egypt and Iraq, around 2000-1500 BC.

Prophet Noah emigrated to Iraq and in Iraq in the area of Ur was born Prophet Ibrahim.

Figure 1: The city of Ur in An Nasiriyah, Iraq

Figure 2: Haplogroup J which gave birth to J1 and J2, which are the ancestors of the Jews.
(Familytreedna)

Figure 3: Haplogroup J formed 25000 years ago, in the border area between Saudi Arabia, Jordan and Egypt. 
(Familytreedna)



Figure 4: Jews, haplogroup J, from the border between Saudi Arabia and Jordan into Egypt and into Iraq. 
(Familytreedna)

Now it has been revealed that Noah has emigrated to Iraq and his descendants are Sam, Ham, Jafits 
and Qanaan. Then from Sam was born his descendants who sent down the Prophet Ibrahim.

CONCLUSION
 
Based on the description above, we can conclude that the secrets hidden behind the verse: "And 
Noah began to build an ark...(Huud: 11:38)

Well, it turns out that Prophet Noah is estimated to have lived from 2000-1500 BC and his 
descendants, including Prophet Ibrahim who lived in Ur which is located in the south of the Iraqi 
province of Dhi Qar, 17 km from the provincial capital Nasiriyah. This is one of the places of the 
ancient Sumerian city.

Where Prophet Noah and Prophet Abraham belong to the J haplogroup which gave birth to J1 and 
J2, which are the ancestors of the Jews. (Familytreedna)

If now the place of descendants of Prophet Noah and Prophet Abraham is Iraq.

Well, through Iraq there are two rivers, namely the Euphrates River and the Tigris River which 
empties into the Persian Gulf.

We uncover the secret behind the verse: "Until when Our command comes and the kitchen has emitted 
water, ... (Huud: 11: 40) and the verse: "And the ark sailed carrying them in waves like mountains... 
(Huud: 11: 42)

Now it turns out that in the area that the Euphrates and Tigris rivers pass from 2000-1500 BC there 
has never been a major flood with "... waves like mountains... (Huud: 11: 42)

Then we unravel the secret that is hidden behind the verse: "And the ark sailed carrying them in 
waves like mountains. And Noah called his son, while the child was in a far remote place: "O my son, get 
on (to the ship) with us and do not you be with those who disbelieve." (Huud: 11:42)

It turns out that now it has been revealed that in the current flood incident in Iraq, there is a 
difference of belief between Noah and one of his sons, Qanaan.

Where the Prophet Noah has submitted obediently (Islam) to Allah, while Qanaan is still shackled 
to the beliefs of his idols.



Like most of Noah's people. Where they always say: "..." Never leave (worship of) your gods and 
never leave (worship of) wadd, nor do suwwa', yaghuts, ya'uq and nasr. " (Noah: 71:23)

So actually floods and waves like mountains are a fortress that separates belief in Allah and belief in
idols such as the idols of wadd, suwwa', yaghuts, ya'uq and nasr.

Because actually since 4000 years ago until now there has never been a flood that has drowned the 
lands of Syria and Iraq, through the Euphrates and Tigris rivers.

Where the ancestors of the Prophet Noah were Jews who came from the border between Saudi 
Arabia and Jordan and emigrated to Egypt and Iraq, around 2000-1500 BC.

Prophet Noah emigrated to Iraq and in Iraq in the area of Ur was born Prophet Ibrahim.
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